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Priya, et al.: Electronic Prescription Audit Process to Reduce Medication Errors
This study was undertaken to evaluate the impact of electronic prescription audit for outpatients in a
quaternary care hospital. This reviews the clinical benefits of pharmacist driven electronic prescription
audit process in monitoring and detecting prescription errors before it reaches the patient. This prospective
study was conducted for one year (August 2015-July 2016) by the Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Aster
Medcity. During the audit process, each prescription generated through computerized physician order entry
will appear immediately in an electronic prescription audit tool which is integrated with a clinical decision
support system. Pharmacist audits each outpatient prescription for drug interactions, drug allergies, dosing
errors, frequency errors and therapeutic duplications. Clinical decision support system integrated with
the audit tool provides brand and monograph details of prescribed drugs and automatic alerts for drug
interactions and drug allergies. Pharmacist reported 266 interventions during the study period. Out of that
0.08 % (n=140) errors were prevented before it reached the patient and 0.05 % (n=86) interventions were
rejected by physicians with proper justifications. Drug interactions were found to be 0.03 %, wrong drug
frequency errors were found to be 0.04 % and drug allergies (prescriptions with pre-identified allergic drugs)
were found to be 0.00 5 %. Reported medication errors were categorized according to National Coordinating
Council for Medication Error Reporting and Prevention index. Real time audit of outpatient prescriptions
using automated prescription audit tool can reduce the risk of harm that arises from prescribing errors,
improve the quality of prescriptions, and enhance the safety and quality of the prescribing process.
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The dilemma of medication management poses a
significant safety risk for patients. Medication errors
and adverse drug events (ADEs) most frequently occur
at the drug ordering or prescribing stage[1-3]. Outpatient
prescription errors are commonly encountered in
healthcare settings but most of the time they are
unidentified at the point of prescription and dispensing.
Prescribing medicines to patients is an important part
of medical care. It includes decision-making about the
choice of medicines, its communication to pharmacist
in the form of prescriptions for dispensing and finally,
administration of medicines. The whole process
of prescription requires effective communication
at various stages. This process involves multiple
individuals and prone to produce errors with the
potential of jeopardizing patient care. An error can
occur at any stage of the prescription process like
choosing a medicine, prescription writing, formulation
used, dispensing of medication, administering/taking
the medicine and monitor therapy. Failing to alter
therapy on real time may sometimes account for
serious errors[4].
The tendency to use advanced technology in
healthcare have put forward the concept of electronic
prescription. It is considered as the main solution to
overcome the major drawbacks of the paper-based
medication prescription[5]. One intervention that has
substantial potential for improving the medication
ordering process is computerized physician order entry
(CPOE), an application in which prescribers write
orders online has been shown to decrease medication
errors by 55-80 %[6-8]. The system then transmits the
order to the appropriate department, or individuals, so
that the order can be carried out. The most advanced
implementations of such systems also provide real-time
clinical decision support such as dosage and alternative
medication suggestions, duplicate therapy warnings,
and drug-drug and drug-allergy interaction checking[9].
Prescribing errors related to illegible handwriting,
drug/allergy interactions, wrong dose formulation, and
incomplete orders were judged to be preventable in
almost all cases. Prescribing errors due to inaccurate
or missing patient medication histories and medication
omissions would likely be unpreventable by most
currently available CPOE systems[10].

In addition to improving the selection and specification
process of transmitting orders, most CPOE systems are
equipped with some degree of clinical decision support.
Clinical decision support systems (CDSS) provide
computerized information helpful to physicians and
pharmacists such as clinical practice guidelines,
patient allergies, potential drug duplications, and drug
interactions. Clinical decision support is provided in a
variety of forms. For instance, pop up alerts may be
generated about a potentially harmful drug interaction
that requires the user to take action before proceeding
or links to drug information resources and clinical
treatment guidelines may be provided. In summary,
clinical decision support provide useful point-of-care
references and relevant patient information to assist in
medical decision-making[11].
Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs (PDMPs) are
electronic databases used to monitor the prescribing
and dispensing of drugs to patients. This information
can help to identify patients who would benefit from
early interventions. California was the first state in
USA to introduce a PDMP in 1939. By 1992, 10 states
had operational PDMPs and many more emerging
countries were in the process of enacting legislation for
the establishment of a PDMP. Automated PDMP can
give a prescriber or pharmacist regarding the critical
information to prevent medication errors on actual
time. Real time prescription audit using electronic
prescription audit tool will allow transmission of
prescription details from the prescriber to pharmacist.
Its review mechanism will check each prescription
either for internal inconsistencies such as excessive
dosage, wrong frequency or for conflicts with the
patient’s known allergies and interactions with other
active medications[12].
Study implicates the clinical importance of
pharmacist driven electronic PDMP and prevention
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of medication errors before it reaches the patient.
It also provides beneficial information concerning
electronic prescription auditing system to a variety
of stakeholders. The severity rating of the prescribing
error was based on the potential of the error to result
in an ADE or inadequate therapeutic response if the
order was carried out. Prescribing errors were thus
classified into 9 letter-designated categories according
to the National Coordinating Council for Medication
Error Reporting and Prevention (NCC MERP) index
for categorizing medication errors. These categories
medication errors into ascending order of seriousness
include category A (error occurred but no potential to
cause harm), category B (an error occurred but the error
did not reach the patient), category C (an error occurred
that reached the patient, but did not cause patient harm),
category D (an error occurred that reached the patient
and required monitoring to confirm that it resulted in
no harm to the patient and/or required intervention to
preclude harm), category E (an error occurred that may
have contributed to or resulted in temporary harm to
the patient and required intervention), category F (an
error occurred that may have contributed to or resulted
in temporary harm to the patient and required initial
or prolonged hospitalization), category G (an error
occurred that may have contributed to or resulted in
permanent patient harm), category H (an error occurred
that required intervention necessary to sustain life),
category I (an error occurred that may have contributed
to or resulted in patient’s death)[13]. For the present
study, these categories were concised into following
3 categories include no harm (A-C), monitoring
required (D) and harmful (E-I).
The data were collected and audited from a quaternary
care hospital during the study period of one year from
August 2015 to July 2016. During this period 23750
prescriptions were audited using electronic prescription
audit tool. Inpatient prescriptions were excluded from
the study. As shown in fig. 1, the electronic prescription
audit tool was integrated with a CDSS and electronic
prescription module of hospital information system.
Through the audit tool each prescription was made
available to pharmacist immediately after generation
of e-prescription. CDSS provides different colour
coded alerts like orange, sky blue, pink, green and
deep blue for brand details, monograph details,
drug to drug interaction (if any), drug to health
interaction (if any) and drug to allergy interaction (if
any), respectively for each drug. Each alert will give
specific information as follows. Brand details: dosage
1019

form, composition, therapeutic class, manufacturer
and packaging prize. Monograph details: dosage,
administration, contraindication, special precautions,
adverse reactions, mechanism of action and Anatomical
Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification. Drug
to drug interaction: major, moderate and minor drug
interactions according to the severity of interaction.
Drug to health interaction: any interaction with patient
disease condition documented electronically by the
prescriber. Drug allergy alerts: prescription of drugs
having cross sensitivity reactions to the electronically
documented allergy.
All medications were checked by pharmacist for
errors in dosing, dosage interval, pharmaceutical form,
therapeutic duplications, drug to drug interactions,
drug to health interaction and known allergy to the
prescribed drug. Relevant interventions were identified
and communicated to doctors on time to make
necessary changes in prescription and prevent patient
harm. Medication errors were classified according
to NCC MERP guidelines. In addition to pharmacist
own professional knowledge other clinical guidelines
like UpToDate and PubMed journals were also used.

Fig. 1: Prescription audit process flow
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Automatic alerts helped the pharmacist to reduce the
prescription monitoring time and act immediately upon
medication errors.
Audited data were subjected to analysis using Minitab
statistical tool. One sample t-test and Pareto chart were
used for acceptance of interventions and percentage of
errors prevented, respectively.
During the study period, pharmacist audited 23 750
prescriptions using electronic prescription audit
tool and reported 0.13 % (n=226) number of errors.
Among 226 errors, 61.90 % (n=140) interventions
were accepted and 38.05 % (n=86) interventions were
rejected. Interventions accepted were statistically
evaluated using one sample t-test and observed
significant (p<0.0001, CI=0.15, 0.33) acceptance and
of errors during the study period when compared to
interventions rejected (fig. 2).
From the Pareto chart, as shown in fig. 3 it is observed
that, out of 140 errors prevented among 23 750
prescriptions, 93.3 % of errors were drug interactions
and wrong drug frequency. Drug interactions were
found to be 0.03 %, wrong drug frequency errors were
found to be 0.04 % and drug allergy (prescriptions with
pre-identified allergic drugs) were found to be 0.005 %
Out of the 86 interventions rejected, reasons contributed
for rejection include benefit overweighs risk
(0.02 %, n=42), observed clinical relevance for
the patient (0.01 %, n=25), not significant due to
noncompliance to treatment (0.007 %, n=12) and
patient resistant to change (0.004 %, n=7, Table 1).
Rejected interventions include the prescription of
psychiatric and palliative care patients where chances

Fig. 2: Response to interventions reported
Among 226 number of errors, 61.90 % (n=140) interventions
were accepted and 38.05 % (n=86) interventions were rejected.
Interventions accepted were statistically evaluated using one
sample t-test and observed to be significant (p<0.0001, CI=0.15,
0.33) acceptance and prevention of errors during the study
Period when compared to interventions rejected
November-December 2017

Fig. 3: Type of errors prevented- Pareto chart
WF: wrong frequency; DI: drug interaction; DA: drug allergy.
Drug Interactions were found to be 0.03 %, wrong drug
frequency errors were found to be 0.04 % and drug allergy
(prescriptions with pre-identified allergic drugs) were found to
be 0.005 %

TABLE 1: REASONS
INTERVENTIONS

FOR

REJECTING

THE

Reasons for rejecting
interventions

Interventions rejected (%)

Benefit overweighs risk

0.02 % (n=42)

observed clinical relevance
for the patient
Not significant due to
noncompliance to treatment
Patient resistant to change

0.01 % (n=25)
0.007 % (n=12)
0.004 % (n=7)

Out of the 86 interventions rejected, reasons contributed for
rejection includes Benefit overweighs risk (0.02 %, n=42), observed
clinical relevance for the patient (0.01 %, n=25), not significant
due to noncompliance to treatment (0.007 %, n=12) and patient
resistant to change (0.004 %, n=7). Rejected interventions include
the prescription of psychiatric and palliative care patients where
chances of treatment noncompliance were high

of treatment noncompliance were high.
The severity of reported medication errors were
categorized according to NCC MERP category (fig. 4).
About 0.08 % of medication errors did not cause any
harm to the patient (A-C) , 0.05 % of error required
monitoring to confirm that it resulted no harm to the
patient (D) and no errors were reported under harmful
medication error category (E-I).
In India, over the last 40 y advances in drug therapy
has improved patient care but also led to a noticeable
increase in the incidence of drug related problems.
Studies conducted in developed countries showed that
approximately 5 % of all hospital admissions were drug
related and 50 % of those were avoidable[14]. Pharmacist
driven electronic PDMP in outpatient setting helps to
identify and notify drug related problems to physicians
and rectify the errors within short period of time.
The majority of data on technological interventions
is focused on the inpatient hospital setting. But this
study at Aster Medcity is contrary, as it was carried
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Fig: 4: NCC MERP categorization of medication errors
About 0.08 % of medication errors doesn’t cause any harm
to the patient (A-C), 0.05 % of error required monitoring to
confirm that it resulted no harm to the patient (D) and no errors
were reported under harmful medication error category (E-I)

out among outpatients because most of the errors in the
outpatient setting gets often unidentified. Studies have
shown that in outpatient setting between 18 % and
25 % of patients may have an ADE[15,16]. Our study
varies in several ways. To the best of our knowledge,
none have conducted and published studies on CPOE
and CDSS yet in India. This is the first work that shows
the effect of real time prescription audit in an outpatient
setting.
Medication errors can occur due to various causes, such
as illegible handwritten prescriptions and improperly
written prescriptions that could be misinterpreted.
In various published studies to date, investigators
reported that computerized prescribing resulted in
substantially fewer prescribing errors than at similar
without CPOE[17]. CPOE systems minimize errors
by providing very drug-specific information that can
clarify potential confusion due to drug names that
sound and look alike[18]. Among the 226 interventions,
140 (61.9 %) errors including drug interaction, wrong
drug frequency and known allergy were accepted and
prevented at the prescription level itself. In the ADE
prevention study, carried out by Bates et al., CPOE
prevented up to 84 % of medication errors among
patients hospitalized at two academic medical centers.
Evans et al. found that implementation of computerized
ADE surveillance, coupled with alerts to pharmacists
about drug allergies, standardization of antibiotic
administration rates, and physician notification about
ADEs, reduced ADE rates[19]. Also, Steele et al.
investigated the use of CPOE with CDS in a medical
outpatient clinic for reducing medication errors and
ADEs that demonstrated a non-statistically significant
reduction from twelve ADEs in the baseline period to
two in the intervention period[20].
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Implementation
of
PDMPs
and
effective
communication of auditing pharmacist with doctors,
dispensing pharmacist and patients prevented the errors
before it reached the patient. The use of automated
prescription monitoring system is recommended
as an effective tool to reduce medication errors on
real time. Introducing electronic prescription in
healthcare settings will provide a wide opportunity
to integrate information technologies to improve the
quality, safety and health care efficiency. Outpatient
prescription auditing by pharmacist using integrated
drug information database will help to monitor,
identify, select, and communicate only significant drug
related problems to physicians within a short time.
Strengthening and supporting real time outpatient drug
monitoring program may also decrease the individual
health care cost by avoiding drug related problems.
It requires the collaboration between all system
stakeholders and healthcare information infrastructure,
which leads to better health care for every person in
the society.
We conclude that a CPOE system integrated with
CDSS will decrease the number of medication errors
with a potential for harm by more than half. Pharmacist
leadership and involvement in the medication
management process are key to improve patient safety,
which leads to better health care for every person of
the society.
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